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Abstract

This study examined and analyzed 266 samples using ForenSeqTM Signature Prep Kit
B. Samples from various populations such as African American, East Asian, South
Asian, European, and Mixed population were included in the study. Primer Mix B
targets 27 autosomal STRs (aSTRs), 24 Y-STRs, 7 X-STRs, and 94 identity Single
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (iSNPs), 24 phenotypic SNPs (pSNPs), and 56 ancestry
SNPs (aSNPs), coming to a total of 231 targets. The study mainly focused on the
quality of data generated by the instrument as well as for the accuracy of eye and hair
color as well as biogeographical ancestry predictions performed by the UAS software.
After obtaining the genotypes from UAS (Universal Analysis Software), outcomes
were compared to predictions performed by various algorithms available online for
eye and hair color as well as biogeographical ancestry such as 8-plex, Erasmus
Medical Center and the Forensic Resource/Reference on Genetics-knowledge base
(FROG-kg).
Throughout 9 experimental runs, dropouts were observed for several specific SNPs
indicating low quality which resulted in a low prediction rate for eye and hair color.
No errors in eye and hair color estimations were observed for the populations like
African American, East Asian, and South Asian, but all available algorithms had
difficulties in the prediction of the intermediate eye color by all available algorithms.
However, the 8-plex system had a higher intermediate eye color estimation rate.
Biogeographical ancestry estimation by UAS had lower error rates compared to the
FROG-kb but was unable to predict the South Asian population.

Introduction
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The field of forensic science has adopted every possible molecular biology
technique for various human identification applications beginning with Variable Number
Tandem Repeats (VNTRs), now to Massively Parallel Sequencing (MPS). Some
techniques such as the analysis of Short Tandem Repeats (STRs), Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNPs) and Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have gained enormous
popularity in forensic science due to their large array of applications from using STRs for
individual identification, to SNPs, both in nuclear DNA and in mtDNA for ancestry studies,
maternal inheritance studies, as well as missing persons cases.

1.1 Missing persons cases:
Year after year, the number of individuals in the Missing Persons database increases
with only very few cases ever being closed. According to the National Missing and
Unidentified Persons System (NamUs), a total of 29098 cases have been registered to date
and about half of these cases (49.05%) are still open. Out of the total number of Missing
Persons cases in New York State, approximately 583 cases (56.93%) are still open (MP
case breakdown, 2018). Missing Persons database contains basic information about gender,
age, height, eye color, hair color, and ethnicity.
Generally, in missing persons cases, a link is missing between the police
departments and family. Many times, a missing individual is found. However, there is no
way to reach the family. In many cases, only degraded bodies or skeletal remains are
encountered. In these cases, obtaining specific bones such as long bones, skull, and jaw
bones may aid in discerning predictions of the owner's gender, stature, and ethnicity due to
peculiar characteristics present on such bones and available statistical calculations.
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However, partial skeletal remains make identification more difficult as they provide only
a few characteristics for a positive match. These bones or skeletal remains may be utilized
for DNA extraction and STR profile generation, but in the absence of a match in the CODIS
database, no further leads can be obtained. Moreover, if the extracted DNA can be used to
predict the eye/hair color and ancestry, this can narrow down the pool of possible
individuals for identification (Kayser and de Kniff, 2011).

1.2 Pigmentation:
Variations in pigmentation like a difference in the eye, hair, and skin coloration
among individuals is a result of the degree of melanin production and the localization of
melanosomes in the iris, hair and skin from population to population, as well as from person
to person. Melanosomes are melanin-producing cells which are generally present in the iris
of the eye, in hair roots and in large numbers in the skin. The process of melanin production
is regulated by the number of melanin production regulating genes, their activity, and some
of the SNPs present in the genes. Moreover eye, hair, and skin color have another set of
genes regulating the process of melanin production and localization. Melanin is a pigment
found in humans and other animals and has two types: Eumelanin and Pheomelanin: i)
Eumelanin is black/brown in color ii) Pheomelanin is a red colored pigmentation
(PubChem Compound Database, 2018). Various ratio combinations of these pigments
result in an array of eye, hair and skin colorations such as blue to brown eye colors, light
to dark and red hair colors, as well as light to dark skin colors (Sturm et al., 2001). A
correlation between population and pigmentation can be observed in some populations
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such as, some populations exhibit darker eye, hair and skin color such as African American
and South Asian populations.
Several studies performed throughout the last decade have helped identify many
genes related to pigmentation like eye, hair and skin colors. According to a study done by
the International Albinism Center, mutations in about 127 genes affect the fur coat color in
mice. Out of these 127 genes 68 are homologous with human genes and these are genes of
interest for pigmentation studies in humans (Hoekstra et al., 2006). To date 29 of these
genes have shown correlation with pigmentation in various manners. But a recent Genome
Wide Association Studies (GWAS) has shown that more than 100 genes are responsible
for hair color estimations and that each gene affects hair pigmentation in a different manner
(Hysi et al., 2018).
Table 1 contains many genes related to pigmentation (Sturm & Frudakis, 2001).
Some of these genes are strongly correlated with melanin production and localization such
as the OCA2, HERC2, TYR, MC1R. The OCA2 gene codes for a major transmembrane
protein in the melanosome maturation process: P protein (Sturm & Frudakis, 2004). The
HERC2 gene is a ubiquitin ligase coding region which has a correlation with eye color.
Both genes are located on chromosome 15, OCA2 ranges from 15q11.2-12 and HERC 2
starts at 15q13. TYR (Tyrosinase) is the enzyme responsible for pigment production by
beginning the synthesis of both types of melanin through catalyzing a reaction between
tyrosine and dopamine, forming dopaquinone. The Melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R)
instructs a melanocyte to switch production between eumelanin and pheomelanin (Branicki
et al., 2009, Frudakis et al., 2003). Hair pigmentation is also affected by many genes, and
some of these genes overlap with eye pigmentation genes.
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Table 1: Genes highly correlated with human pigmentation
TYR

MATP

MITF

TYRP1

ASIP

MYO5A

DCT

MC1R

RAB27A

SILV

POMC

HPS1

OCA2

OA1

HPS6

Abbreviations: ACTH, adrenocorticotropin hormone; DCT, dopachrome tautomerase;
DHICA, 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid; MATP, membrane-associated transporter
protein; MC1R, melanocortin-1 receptor; MITF, microphthalmia-associated transcription
factor; MSH, melanocyte stimulating hormone; OCA, oculocutaneous albinism; POMC,
pro-opiomelanocortin; TYRP1, tyrosinase-related protein1.

Biogeographical ancestry predictions are based upon several SNPs. There are
several autosomal SNPs where markedly different population frequencies occur due to an
adaptation to a particular environment or other evolutionary forces. SNPs with high or low
allele frequency leading to lower heterozygosity are chosen, so the population does not
show much variation within the population for certain genotypes but is distinguishable
from other populations. A small panel of selected SNPs can be sufficient for ancestry
estimations (Ding et al., 2011). Biogeographical ancestry estimations using a panel of
SNPs depends upon the genotype frequency variations of selected SNPs and the population
data available for the random match probability calculations (Pakstis et al., 2015).
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1.3 Eye/hair color, and biogeographical ancestry predictors:
After identification of various genes related to pigmentation and ancestry, several
studies have been conducted throughout the years resulting in the designing of systems and
algorithms which can be used for the prediction of eye and hair color, as well as
biogeographical ancestry. Some of these systems include: the 8-plex system, Irisplex,
HIrisplex system and the Kidd lab 55 SNPs for ancestry. The Irisplex system utilizes 6
SNPs present within different genes such as HERC2 (rs12913832), OCA2 (rs1800407),
LOC105370627 (rs12896399), SLC45A2 (rs16891982), TYR (rs1393350), and IRF4
(rs12203592). The most important gene/SNP for eye color estimation by Irisplex is
HERC2/rs12913832 as it has higher statistical weight in the algorithm. The presence of
homozygous A/T indicates brown eye color, whereas the presence of homozygous G/C
indicates blue eye color (Walsh et al., 2011).
The HIrisplex system includes 24 SNPs which are from 11 genes related to melanin
synthesis and localization (Walsh et al., 2013). The SNPs included in the Hirisplex system
are: rs16891982, rs12913832, rs28777, rs12203592, rs4959270, rs683, rs1042602,
rs1393350, rs12821256, rs12896399, rs2402130, rs1800407, N29insA, rs1805005,
rs1805006, rs2228479, rs11547464, rs1805007, rs201326893_ Y152OCH, rs1110400,
rs1805008, rs885479, rs1805009, and rs2378249. HIrisplex includes 10 SNPs from a gene
MC1R which is highly correlated with hair color predictions. The 8-plex system includes
8 SNPs from 8 different genes (Hart et al., 2013), which overlap with the Irisplex system.
Between these two systems, 6 SNPs are overlapping overall, where 4 SNPs are used for
eye color predictions. FROG-kb uses the same SNPs for eye color prediction as Irisplex.
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FROG-kb includes a panel of 55 SNPs for ancestry identification (Kidd et al.,
2014). Moreover, the FROG-kb includes 139 population genotype data for the 55 SNPs
which are utilized to calculate the random match probability to predict the biogeographical
ancestry. The SNPs included in the panel includes are: rs16891982, rs12913832,
rs3737576, rs7554936, rs2814778, rs798443, rs1876482, rs1834619, rs3827760,
rs260690, rs6754311, rs10497191, rs1919550, rs12498138, rs4833103, rs1229984,
rs3811801, rs7657799, rs870347, rs7722456, rs192655, rs3823159, rs917115, rs1462906,
rs6990312, rs2196051, rs1871534, rs3814134, rs4918664, rs174570, rs1079597,
rs2238151, rs671, rs7997709, rs1572018, rs2166624, rs7326934, rs9522149, rs200354,
rs1800414, rs12439433, rs735480, rs1426654, rs459920, rs4411548, rs2593595,
rs17642714, rs4471745, rs11652805, rs2042762, rs7226659, rs3916235, rs4891825,
rs7251928, rs310644, and rs2024566.
Recently, phenotypic characteristics of ancient human DNA from the Benedictine
crypt (From 12th to 14th century), and of the historical person General Wladyslaw Sikorski
(69 years old),, as well as decayed DNA samples, were described using their genotypes
(Draus-Barini et al., 2013). This study was able to successfully extract DNA and predict
the eye and hair colors for various samples. It was predicted that General Wladyslaw had
blue eye color and blond hair color. Further, eye/hair color predictions were deduced from
the bones of Neanderthals and Denisova humans,, as well as from the hair of a PalaeoEskimo (Green et al., 2010, Rasmussen et al., 2010, Reich et al., 2010).
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1.4 Massively Parallel Sequencing:
Massively Parallel Sequencing (MPS) is a high throughput technique, developed in
recent years allowing for various samples to be sequenced in parallel with multiple targets.
MPS allows for the production of the gigabyte scale of genetic data in a relatively shorter
time period in comparison to current capillary electrophoresis techniques. The MPS era
began with the completion and publication of sequences for the whole genome of two
bacteria by the 454 Life Sciences Corporation in 2005 (Margulies et al., 2005). This study
included Illumina's MiSeq platform which has a wide array of applications like targeted
gene amplification, small genome and amplicon sequencing, 16s metagenomics and STR
genotyping for forensic science. This instrument is able to generate about 15 GB of
genotyping data within 8 hours. Moreover, various kits can be multiplexed for sample
preparation and examination as per the required applications.
The main aim of this thesis was to evaluate the data obtained by Illumina's
ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit in terms of quality of data obtained, as well as the accuracy
of the phenotypic estimations. Illumina's ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit contains two
multiplex primer kits. Primer Mix A targets 27 autosomal STRs (aSTRs), 24 Y-STRs, 7
X-STRs, and 94 identity Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (iSNPs), Primer Mix B tests
the DNA for all the targets from Kit A with an addition of 24 phenotypic SNPs (pSNPs)
and 56 ancestry SNPs (aSNPs), bringing the total to 231 targets. The phenotypic and
biogeographical ancestry primer multiplexes are based upon recently published IrisPlex (6
SNPs), HIrisPlex (24 SNPs), and the KiddLab - Panel of 55 AISNPs.
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Figure 1: Work flow of Illumina’s ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit

Figure 1: This includes a general workflow of the kit, starting from DNA extraction to
library preparation, purification, MiSeq FGx sequencing and data analysis.
The library preparation for Illumina's ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit is a stepwise
process including main steps such as sample collection and DNA extraction, library
preparation by target amplification, tagging and target enrichment; purification and
normalization of the library, sequencing protocol in the instrument and data analysis of the
output genotypes. The library preparation protocol requires various PCR reactions for
amplifying the DNA, as well as for unique tagging of the sample. During these PCR
reactions, DNA is tagged by universal primer tags, i5 and i7 indexes, i5 and i7 adapters for
maintaining the uniqueness of the sample throughout the experiment. After tagging and
amplifying the samples, purification of the sample is carried out using magnetic beads to
remove all the reagents from previous protocols. Normalization of the library is performed
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to maintain uniformity between multiplexed SNPs for read numbers by attaching the
samples to beads and washing out the excess.
After library preparation, samples are pooled and loaded onto the instrument as per
the MPS protocol. In Illumina's MiSeq platform, first, the generated samples bind to the
flowcell by complementarity with sequences present on the the flowcell. The next step
allows many copies of DNA to be generated by clonal amplification resulting in cluster
generation. Clonal amplification is performed by bridge amplification, where
forward/reverse unattached ends of each DNA fragments attach to a complementary region
on the flowcell mimicking a bridge and polymerase replicates the sequence end to end
generating a new copy. This process is carried out a number of times generating many
copies of the DNA sequence. Once cluster generation is completed, the DNA sequencing
information is gathered by a chemistry called “Sequencing by Synthesis”. In this process,
each DNA strand is attached by a universal primer at the 5' end, the 3' end is blocked and
one after another nucleotide is added. Incorporation of a nucleotide to the strand produces
fluorescence and the nucleotide is reported. This process is carried out until the sequencing
is completed. Due to this large-scale process, a large volume of data is generated for each
strand present.

1.5 Literature review:
Recently, the ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit has been evaluated including tests for
sensitivity, repeatability, allele coverage ratio, concordance with capillary electrophoresis
methods, mixed DNA samples, challenging (degraded) samples, and ancient DNA samples
(Almalki et al., 2017, Xaviera and Parsona 2017, Silvia et al., 2017, Just et al., 2017, Jager
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et al., 2017, Churchill et al., 2016, Sharma et al., 2017). One of the studies by Almalki et
al., 2017 indicated that some specific STRs showed dropouts, some STRs had a higher rate
of stutter and sequencing errors were also observed in certain STRs. Similar results were
obtained by Just et al., 2017 where experimental runs showed high concordance data but
some STRs were not consistent with overall results and showed low read numbers/dropouts
throughout. Additional tests using Primer Mix B on 725 samples from four different
populations, Chinese, African American, US Caucasians, and Southwest Hispanics, found
that ancestry and phenotype predictions were obtainable for most samples (Churchill et al.,
2017). This study was similar to the present thesis research, but no other prediction systems
were utilized to compare the resultd. Moreover, the research paper did not show statistics
for predictions of eye and hair color, as well as biogeographical ancestry. The paper also
stated that most loci were typable but some loci were underperformers and also indicated
that biogeographical estimations were possible for most samples.
In this study, Illumina's ForenSeqTM Signature Prep Kit Primer Mix B was
evaluated in 9 experimental runs, testing 266 individuals, from different populations,
including African American, South Asian, East Asian, European, and mixed populations
such as Hispanic, and individuals with parents belonging to different populations. In order
to test for eye and hair coloration, over 150 individuals from Europe were included that
had blue, intermediate (neither blue nor brown), or brown eyes,, as well as dark, medium,
light and red hair colorations.
The study specifically focused on the quality of the data received from Illumina's
MPS technology, Universal Analysis Software (UAS), comparing the outcome of the eye
color prediction with IrisPlex using the web-tool developed by the Erasmus Medical Center
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(https://hirisplex.erasmusmc.nl/),

and

FROG-kg

(http://frog.med.yale.edu/FrogKB/FrogServlet), but also to another eye color predictor, the
8-plex system (Hart et al., 2013). The 8-plex system utilizes 5 SNPs to predict eye color,
of which four overlap with IrisPlex (Hart et al., 2013).
The predicted hair color outputs of the Illumina software were compared to
HIrisPlex

using

the

available

web-tool

from

the

Erasmus

Medical

Center

(https://hirisplex.erasmusmc.nl/). This study also compared the predicted biogeographical
ancestry output from Illumina's software to those from the panel of 55 ancestry informative
SNPs selected from the Kidd lab (Kidd et al.., 2014, Pakstis et al., 2015). The error rate
for each category (eye color, hair color, and biogeographical ancestry) was calculated by
comparing the output obtained through the analysis of genetic markers, with the selfreported phenotypes from the questionnaires obtained from the individual volunteers
during sample collection.

This study was submitted as a research article to a peer reviewed journal for
publication (Appendix).

Materials
and
Methods
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2.1 List of kits:
Gentra Puregene Buccal Cell Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
Quantifiler® Trio Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA)
MiSeq FGx™ Reagent Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA)

2.2 List of consumables:
1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube

96 well plates

1.7 ml microcentrifuge tube

Ethanol 200 proof

15 ml conical tube

Microseal ‘A’ film

20 µl barrier pipette tips

Microseal ‘B’ adhesive seals

200 µl barrier pipette tips

Nuclease-free water

PCR tube storage rack

PCR tube storage rack

Dnase-free 8-tube strips

Dnase-free 8-tube strips

2.3 List of Equipment:
Applied Biosystems® 7500 Real-Time PCR System
Illumina® MiSeq FGx™ system
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The study was approved by the New York City Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene’s Institutional Board (IRB# 08-066). Sample collection at New York
University(NYU) was approved by their IRB (H#:09-0739). Samples were collected
through a noninvasive method using buccal swabs. All samples were collected with a
questionnaire and informed consent. Before giving the sample, the consent was read
and signed by the donor. The questionnaire required information about eye, hair, and
skin coloration as well as biogeographical ancestry. Eye colors were separated into
seven different shades and then mainly binned into three colors: blue, intermediate
(amber/green), and brown. Hair coloration was divided into six categories.
Populations were grouped into African-American, South Asian, East Asian, European
descendants, and Mixed populations which included individuals who were Hispanic
as well as those whose parents belonged to different geographic populations. To aid
the information given in the questionnaire, photographs were taken of an eye and the
surrounding facial tissue with similar lighting conditions. A total 805 samples were
collected in 2013. In this study, 266 samples out of these 805 samples were processed
using the Next Generation Sequencing, Massively Parallel Sequencing.

2.4 DNA extraction and quantitation:
DNA was previously (2013) extracted using a buccal brush and the Gentra
Puregene Buccal Cell kit protocol. The Gentra Puregene Buccal Cell Kit allows
extraction of high-molecular-weight DNA which can be stored long term.
Quantitation of the previously (2013) extracted DNA was done using
Quantifiler® Trio (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The Real-Time PCR
technique quantifies the DNA in real time by measuring the fluorescence detected by
various dyes. These dyes induce fluorescence when bound to double-stranded DNA,
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so as the DNA is amplified more dye binds to double-stranded DNA resulting in
increased fluorescence. Real-Time PCR technique analyzes the sample for large (214
bp and a small 80 bp) autosomal targets and determines a ratio, also known as the
degradation index. Extracted DNA samples were mixed with the mastermix
containing Quantifiler™ THP PCR Reaction Mix, Quantifiler™ Trio Primer Mix,
Quantifiler™ THP DNA Dilution Buffer, and Quantifiler™ THP DNA Standard with
designated amounts and loaded on the Applied Biosystems® 7500 Real-Time PCR
System. All the samples had a degradation index between 0.53 to 1.60, with a mean of
0.83 and a median of 0.79, indicating good quality DNA.

2.5 Next Generation Sequencing library preparation:
Library preparation was performed using the ForenSeq™ DNA signature Prep kit,
using Primer Mix B, following the manufacturer’s instructions. The samples were
prepared as per the Illumina’s standard requirement (1 ng input). ForenSeq™ DNA
signature Prep workflow included six major steps: i) Amplify and Tag Targets ii)
Enrich Targets iii) Purify Libraries iv) Normalize Libraries v) Pool Libraries vi)
Denature and Dilute Libraries.
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Figure 2: Library preparation steps

Figure 2: First four steps of library preparation.
PCR1 allows forward and reverse tags to be attached to the target DNA fragment,
which is followed by enrichment of targets by the process of amplifying the target for
indexes and adapters for unique tagging. PCR clean up/purification removes all
residual reagents and then the samples are normalized. After these steps, the samples
are pooled and then denatured and diluted before loading on to the MiSeq FGx TM
instrument.

Step 1: PCR 1
● The master-mix is prepared by mixing given proportions of PCR1 reaction
mix, DNA polymerase, and the DNA primer mix B. In a 96 well plate, 10 µl
of mastermix containing PCR1 reaction mix, DNA polymerase, and the DNA
primer mix B was added, and then 5 µl of appropriate sample, nuclease-free
water or positive control was added. Each experimental run included Illumina
2800M DNA with 1ng input.
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Step 2: PCR 2
● Index 1 (i7) adapters were arranged in columns 1-12 of ForenSeq Index Plate
Fixture.
● Index 2 (i5) adapters were arranged in rows A-H of ForenSeq Index Plate
Fixture.
● 4 µl of each index 1 (i7) adapters and index 2 (i5) adapters were added to the
plate using a multichannel pipette.
● 27 µl of the PCR2 reaction mix were then added to each well.
● The plate was loaded on the thermocycler.

Step 3: Purification
● 45 µl Sample Purification Beads were added to each well of a new plate
according to the sample sheet, and then 45 µl of amplified samples were added
to the corresponding wells.
● The plate was placed on the magnetic stand and remained in place until the
liquid was clear.
● All supernatant was discarded from each well.
● Samples were washed 2 times with 80% EtOH, and all supernatant was
discarded from each well.
● 52.5 µl Resuspension Buffer was added to each well, incubated and 50 µl
were transferred to the corresponding well in a new plate.
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Step 4: Normalization
● To the sample, Library Normalization Additives 1 and Library Normalization
Beads 1 were added and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes on a
shaker. This allowed the sample to bind to the beads which allowed an excess
of targeted DNA fragments to be removed.
● Library Normalization Wash 1 buffer was added to the sample and washed 2
times.
● The HP3 was then added to provide a change in environment for elution.
● The eluted samples were transferred to a new plate containing Library
Normalization Storage Buffer 2.

Step 5: Pool, denature and dilute
● 5 µl of each sample were added to a new tube.
● Human Sequencing Control denaturation reaction was prepared by adding
Human Sequencing Control, HP3, and nuclease-free water to a new tube.
● In a new tube, Hybridization Buffer and samples were mixed and then the
HSC denaturation reaction was added to the tube.
● The whole mixture was transferred to the cartridge containing the run reagents
and loaded on the MiSeq FGxTM instrument.
Experimental runs were performed on Illumina’s MiSeq FGxTM platform using the
MiSeq FGxTM Reagent kit. All experimental runs were carried out using the default
setting on the system to maintain uniformity among the runs in intra-lab experiments
as well as inter-lab experiments.
Clonal amplification was performed by bridge amplification, where forward/reverse
unattached ends of DNA fragment are attached to a complementary region on the
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flowcell mimicking a bridge and polymerase replicated the sequence end to end
generating a new copy on the MiSeq FGxTM. After cluster generation, sequencing by
the synthesis process was performed by the MiSeq FGxTM instrument.

2.6 Data Analysis:
After data generation by the UAS, the quality of data was assessed for the presence of
various flags for each sample. In the UAS, more than two alleles are flagged as “many
alleles”, if read numbers of one of the alleles was below 30 (interpretation threshold),
the locus was flagged “it” (interpretation threshold) and if both alleles were below 30
(interpretation threshold), the locus was flagged “lc” (low coverage). Flag “analytical
threshold” indicates that the locus has a signal below the analysis threshold and no
alleles above the interpretation threshold. These untyped reads were included in data
analysis as it might lead to false phenotype predictions if excluded. For each flag in
each sample, the genotype was manually inserted into a data sheet. Different excel
data sheets were prepared for different web-tools. For determination of phenotypes,
different systems such as the 8-plex system, Irisplex system, HIrisplex system, and
FROG-kb were utilized. The 8-plex system’s ability to obtain eye color predictions
was published recently (Hart et al., 2013).
The UAS, Erasmus Medical Center’s web-tool (https://hirisplex.erasmusmc.nl, Walsh
et al., 2013), and the Forensic Resource on Genetics knowledge base, also known as
FROG-kb, from Yale University (http://frog.med.yale.edu/FrogKB) (Kidd et al.,
2018) were employed in order to obtain eye color predictions for the IrisPlex system.
For hair color predictions, the HIrisPlex system was used by the UAS as well as the
web-tool developed by Erasmus Medical Center (https://hirisplex.erasmusmc.nl,
Walsh et al., 2013). Hair colors were distinguished by the UAS as being black,
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brown, blond, or red; and by the web-tool as being dark, medium dark, medium,
medium light, light, or red. To determine biogeographical ancestry, 56 pSNP were
analyzed by the UAS, which includes the 55 SNPs for ancestry-information selected
by the Kidd lab (Kidd et al., 2014, Pakstis et al., 2015), and applied by the FROG-kb
(Kidd et al., 2018).
The predicted eye/hair colors and biogeographical ancestries of the 266 samples were
compared to the completed questionnaires and collected photographs.

Results
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In nine experimental runs, Illumina’s ForenSeq™ DNA Prep Kit B was
evaluated using 266 samples in order to assess the quality of the data generated as
well as the accuracy of the phenotypic and biogeographical ancestry estimations by
the UAS and other available predictors. Each run was performed as per recommended
conditions defined by the manufacturer. The eye/hair color prediction rate varied
through different experimental runs and the accuracy was comparatively low.
3.1 Quality of the Data:
Table 2 includes the quality information for all the experimental runs
including information regarding the number of samples in each run; Cluster Density,
Clusters Passing Filter, Phasing, Prephasing, and Q30 value; behavior of positive and
negative controls; as well as the number of estimations from UAS. The Cluster
Density Shows the number of clusters generated per square millimeter for the run.
The manufacturer recommended target cluster density range is 400– 1650 K/mm².
Thw Clusters Passing Filter shows the percentage of low-quality clusters passing
chastity filter measuring the quality. Phasing shows the percentage of molecules in a
cluster that fall behind the current cycle within Read 1 and Read 2 and prephasing
shows the percentage of molecules in a cluster that runs ahead of the current cycle
within Read 1 and Read 2. Low percentages indicate good run statistics. Q30 values
indicate the percentage of nucleotides that have a base call accuracy of 99.9% (<1 in
1000 errors). The higher the percentage, the higher the quality of the run. The Q30
levels across the nine experimental runs were comparable indicating good quality and
standardization of the runs. As indicated in Table 2, the positive control 2800M was
not completely typed for any of the experimental runs and instead, behaved more as
an experimental sample. Whereas, the NTC performed very well and did not show
any reads for any experimental runs.
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Table 2: Experimental Information
Number of Typed
Quality Parameters1
UAS
Loci
A: Cluster density (k/mm1)
Experiment
Predictions
2
B: Cluster passing filter (%)
Q30
Positive
Number
of Eye/Hair
C: Phasing (%)
Control
NTC
Color
D: Pre-Phasing (%)
2800M
A: 1070
B: 91.39
59/59 STRs
1
26
63.10%
0
12/26
167/172 SNPs
C: 0.228
D: 0.106
A: 731
B: 94.96
58/59 STRs
2
30
59.10%
0
4/30
165/172 SNPs
C: 0.257
D: 0.112
A: 1228
B: 87.90
58/59 STRs
3
30
59.90%
0
17/30
167/172 SNPs
C: 0.201
D: 0.122
A: 715
B: 95.33
57/59 STRs
4
30
59.30%
0
2/30
160/172 SNPs
C: 0.230
D: 0.085
A: 458
B: 97.00
58/59 STRs
5
30
61.10%
0
1/30
134/172 SNPs
C: 0.256
D: 0.069
A: 1239
B: 89.46
57/59 STRs
6
30
55.00%
0
14/30
168/172 SNPs
C: 0.198
D: 0.192
A: 1418
B: 85.51
58/59 STRs
7
30
58.10%
0
10/30
170/172 SNPs
C: 0.223
D: 0.093
A: 1378
B: 85.98
59/59 STRs
8
30
57.40%
0
22/30
170/172 SNPs
C: 0.366
D: 0.120
A: 1389
B: 86.77
57/59 STRs
9
30
58.90%
0
22/30
170/172 SNPs
C: 0.141
D: 0.080
1Acceptable range for quality parameters - A: Cluster density: 400-1650 k/mm2; B: Cluster passing filter: ≥ 80%;
C: Phasing: ≤0.25%; D: Pre-Phasing: ≤0.15%.
2Error probability: The percentage of bases that have a quality score >30 (1 base call out of 1000 is predicted to be
incorrect) generated after the 25th cycle. The higher the percentage, the better the run quality.
Number of
Samples,
excluding
controls
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Figure 3 is a heat map indicating the quality of the experimental runs as well
as the presence of flags for individual SNPs. Flags that were commonly present in
experimental runs were: (i) “it” indicating less than 30 number of reads for one allele;
(ii) “lc” indicating less than 30 number of reads for both alleles; and (iii) “not
detected” indicating drop out of the locus. Figure 3 shows that experimental runs 4
and 5 had the largest number of flags for some SNPs and concurrently showed the
least number of eye/hair color predictions. Similarly, experimental run 2 also showed
a high number of flags with a low number of estimations for eye/hair color.
Some loci were flagged in a majority of the experimental runs, which can be
observed in figure 3. Loci frequently presenting the lowest read numbers were
rs1393350 (eye/hair color), rs3811801 (ancestry), rs310644 (ancestry), rs3823159
(ancestry), rs3916235 (ancestry), and rs12913832 (eye/hair coloration and ancestry).
The most important loci from these were rs12913832 and rs1393350, as they play a
key role in the estimation of eye/hair color. Further, in the absence of any of the
phenotypic SNPs, phenotypic estimation is not possible by the UAS. More
importantly, in the absence of an available genotype for rs12913832, all of the online
algorithms are also unable to predict eye/hair color. The lowest and highest mean for
read numbers ranged from 31 reads with SD of ±18 reads to 3995 reads with SD of
±2991 reads, which is a very high variation of read numbers among the same
multiplex kit as shown in table 3.
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Figure 3: Heat Map of read numbers for pSNPs and aSNPs for all samples

Heat map of read numbers for pSNPs and aSNPs for all samples. Flags are shown in color code: no
flag, “it” or “lc” flag, and locus drop out in white, gray and black respectively, for each sample and
locus. Loci shown in columns: common SNPs (2): rs16891982 and rs12913832; pSNPs (22): rs28777
rs12203592 rs4959270 rs683 rs1042602 rs1393350 rs12821256 rs12896399 rs2402130 rs1800407
N29insA rs1805005 rs1805006 rs2228479 rs11547464 rs1805007 rs201326893_ Y152OCH
rs1110400 rs1805008 rs885479 rs1805009 rs2378249; and aSNPs (54): rs3737576 rs7554936
rs2814778 rs798443 rs1876482 rs1834619 rs3827760 rs260690 rs6754311 rs10497191 rs1919550
rs12498138 rs4833103 rs1229984 rs3811801 rs7657799 rs870347 rs7722456 rs192655 rs3823159
rs917115 rs1462906 rs6990312 rs2196051 rs1871534 rs3814134 rs4918664 rs174570 rs1079597
rs2238151 rs671 rs7997709 rs1572018 rs2166624 rs7326934 rs9522149 rs200354 rs1800414
rs12439433 rs735480 rs1426654 rs459920 rs4411548 rs2593595 rs17642714 rs4471745 rs11652805
rs2042762 rs7226659 rs3916235 rs4891825 rs7251928 rs310644 rs2024566. Individual samples are in
rows. Experiments are boxed. Positive controls (2800M) of each experiment are shown at the bottom
(kept in the same experimental order as in the figure).
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Table 3: Lowest and Highest read number containing SNPs
Lowest Read numbers

Highest read numbers

SNP

Mean

Standard
Deviation

SNP

Mean

Standard
Deviation

rs1393350

31.2

18

rs1805008

3995.3

2221

rs3811801

34.5

17

rs1805007

3972.2

2169

rs310644

48.2

25

rs1110400

3969.5

2139

rs3823159

53.6

24

rs11547464

3940.3

2148

rs3916235

101.6

47

rs201326893_
Y152OCH

3920.6

2148

rs12913832

116.9

63

rs885479

3869.5

2092

Lowest and highest read number containing SNPs. Table contains lowest and highest mean
number of reads with standard deviation for all experimental runs.

3.2 Eye color estimations:
A total of 266 collected samples were processed with the ForenSeq™ DNA
Signature Prep Kit B for estimated predictions of eye/hair color. These samples were
further analyzed utilizing the predicted genotypes from UAS by other online
algorithms for eye/hair color predictions. Flagged genotypes with fewer than 30 reads
were edited prior to further processing with online algorithms in order to avoid any
inaccurate predictions due to missed alleles on various loci; as every genotype has a
different impact on eye/hair color estimations and UAS disregards alleles with fewer
than 30 reads. After obtaining edited genotypes, different web-tools, available online,
were utilized to obtain predictions of eye/hair color based upon the Irisplex/Hirisplex
SNP

combination.

These

web-tools

include

Erasmus

Medical

Center’s

Irisplex/HIrisplex tool, FROG-kb Irisplex tool, as well as the 8-plex system. The
UAS, Irisplex and FROG-kb have three categories such as Brown, Blue, and
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Intermediate which includes eye color that cannot be categorized either as blue or
brown. The 8-plex system has categories Brown, Blur, Not Brown and Not blue.

Table 4: Eye Color Prediction Results
Eye Color Predictions
Pop1

N2

Reported
Eye
Color

IrisPlex
UAS

Error

WebTool3

Error

FROGkb

8-Plex
Error

AA4

20

Br9 20

Br 11
INC12 9

Br 20

Br 20

Br 17
Not Bl13 3

EA5

21

Br 21

Br 8
INC 13

Br 21

Br 21

Br 20
Not Bl 1

SA6

11

Br 11

Br 4
INC 7

Br 11

Br 11

Br 7
Not Bl 4

Bl10 54

Bl 18
INC 36

Bl 54

Bl 54

Int11

Bl 13
Br 15
INC 28

EU7

163

56

Br 53
Bl 10

Mix8

51

Br 21
INC 32
Bl 4
Br 1
INC 5

Int 20

Bl 2
Br 3
INC 15

Br 21

Br 4
INC 17

Total: 266 samples

P15: 104

13
15

Bl 23
Br 33

23
33

Br 53
1

2
3

Bl 9
Br 1

Bl 8
Br 12

1

8
12

Br 21
E16: 34

P: 266

Int 1
Bl 23
Br 32

23
32

Br 52
Bl 1

1

Bl 9
Br 1

1

Bl 10
Br 10

10
10

Br 21
E: 77

P: 266

Error

E: 77

Bl 19
Not Br14 35
Bl 1
Br 1
Not Bl 34
Not Br 21

1
1

Br 7
Not Bl 46
Bl 2
Br 1
Not Br 7
Bl 1
Int 4
Br 1
Not Bl 9
Not Br 5
Br 8
Not Bl 11
Not Br 2
P: 266

1
1
1

2
E: 7

Reported demographic population including: 4AA – African American; 5EA – East Asian; 6SA – South
Asian; 7EU – European; 8Mix – Of mixed backgrounds (Material and Methods)
2N: Number of individuals.
3Web-Tool: IrisPlex and HIrisPlex SNP Web-Tool designed at Erasmus Medical Center (Material and Methods).
9Br – Brown color; 10Bl – Blue color; 11Int – Intermediate color; 12Inc – Inconclusive; 13Not Bl – Not Blue color;
14Not Br – Not Brown color; 15 P: number of predictions; 16 E: number of errors.
1Pop:

As previously mentioned (quality of the data), many flags were observed for
different loci resulting in no estimation for eye/hair color by the UAS. UAS was only
able to produce predictions for 104 out of a total of 266 samples, a prediction rate of
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only 39.1% which is a low compared to other algorithms. Additionally, 34 of the 104
predictions were incorrect. Eye color estimations for African American, East Asian,
and South Asian populations showed no errors at all. The European population
showed no errors in estimations of blue and brown eye colors. However, UAS could
not successfully predict intermediate eye color. Similarly, a low number of errors
were present in blue and brown eye color estimations for Mixed populations, and not
one of the samples were correctly estimated for intermediate eye color by UAS (Table
4).
Eye color estimation for African American, East Asian, and South Asian
populations had similar results for Irisplex, FROG-kb, and 8-plex systems showing no
errors for any of those samples. Out of the 52 total samples for these populations,
eight samples were predicted as “not blue” by 8-plex, and all the other samples were
predicted as brown eye color. Irisplex and FROG-kb had errors in their estimations of
intermediate eye colors. Only one sample was predicted as intermediate by FROG-kb.
Most samples with intermediate eye colors were predicted by UAS, Irisplex, and
FROG-kb as either blue or brown for most samples, and by the 8-plex system as
either not blue or not brown eye colors.
For estimation of error rates, populations with less variation in eye color such
as African American, East Asian, and South Asian were not included as it would
result in incorrect error rate calculations. Only the European population sample was
included for error rate estimation as the target samples equally included all eye colors
and would provide a fair distribution of eye color. The error rate for UAS was 41.8%
(28/67), as many samples were not estimated and thus, not included. The Irisplex
webtool had an error rate of 34.4% (56/163), and FROG-kb of 33.7% (55/163). The 8plex system showed the lowest error rate at just 1.2% (2/163).
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3.3 Hair color estimation:
Hair colors for the 266 samples were estimated using UAS and Erasmus
Medical Center’s HIrisplex tool. UAS estimations only categorized samples into four
different categories of black, brown, blond, and red whereas, Erasmus Medical
Center’s HIrisplex samples divided samples into various subcategories of black, dark
brown/black, brown/dark brown, brown, dark blond/brown, blond/dark blond, blond,
and red based upon dark and light values obtained for each sample. Hair color was
predicted by UAS for the same number of samples as eye color predictions, providing
hair color estimations for 39.1% (104/266) of samples (refer to Table 5).
Hair color variation within different populations are similar to the variation in
eye color populations and thus, samples from African American, East Asian, and
South Asian populations have categorically darker hair colors than other populations.
These populations showed no errors in estimation by any of the SNP systems used in
the study. For European and Mixed populations however, some extreme errors were
observed. A total of 16 errors out of the 67 samples estimated by UAS were observed
in samples from European descendants, providing a 23.9% error. Erasmus Medical
Center’s webtool displayed 26 errors out of the 163 possible samples, resulting in a
16% error. Only errors with extreme/clear discrepancies were used for calculations,
i.e. dark hair colors being predicted as blond/red hair color.
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Table 5: Hair Color Prediction Results
Pop1

N2

Reported
Hair Color

AA4

20

Dark 20

EA6

21

Dark 21

SA7

11

Dark 11

EU8

UAS

Dark 75

Medium D
25

Brown 6
Blond 4
N/A 15

163
L9

Error

Black 9;
Brown 2
N/A 9
Black 8
N/A 13
Black 3
Brown 1
N/A 7
Black 1
Brown 21
Blond 9
Red 2
N/A 42

Medium
38

Mix10

Hair Color Predictions: HIrisPlex

Black 20
D-Brown/Black 1
Black 9
D-Brown/Black 2

4

1

Light 19

Red 6

Red 1
N/A 5

Dark 35

Black 3
Brown 5
N/A 27

Medium D
6

Brown 2
Blond 1
N/A 3

1

Medium L 8

Brown 2
Red 1
N/A 5

1

Light 1

Brown 1

1

Red 1

N/A 1

Total: 266 samples

104

Black 5; D-Brown/Black 32;
Brown/D-Brown 20; Brown
1; D-Blond/Brown 4
Blond/D-Blond 5
Blond 5
Red 3
Black 1; D-Brown/Black 10;
Brown/D-Brown 7; DBlond/Brown 2; Blond/DBlond 3
Blond 2
Black 1
D-Brown/Black 6
Brown/D-Brown 8; Brown 1;
D-Blond/Brown 5; Blond/DBlond 11; Blond 4; Red 2
D-Brown/Black 2
Brown/D-Brown 1
D-Blond/Brown 1; Blond/DBlond 9; Blond 3; Red 3
D-Brown/Black 1
Blond/D-Blond 2; Red 3
Black 15; D-Brown/Black
14; Brown/D-Brown 2
Blond/D-Blond 2
Blond 2
D-Brown/Black 2; Brown/DBrown 1; D-Blond/Brown 2
Blond/D-blond 1
D-Brown/Black 3
Brown/D-Brown 1; DBlond/Brown 1; Blond/DBlond 2; Red 1

9
2

Black 1
Brown 3
Blond 12
Red 2
N/A 20

P11:

Error

Black 18; D5-Brown/Black 1;
Brown 1

Blond 3
Red 2
N/A 14

51

Web-Tool3

E12:

19

5
5
3

2
1
6

2
1

1

2
2

1
3

Brown/D-Brown 1

1

D-Brown/Black 1

1

P: 266

E: 36

Pop: Reported demographic population including: AA – African American; EA – East Asian; SA – South
Asian; 8EU – European; 10Mix – Of mixed backgrounds, (Materials and Methods).
2N: Number of individuals.
3Web-Tool: IrisPlex and HIrisPlex SNP Web-Tool designed at Erasmus Medical Center, (Materials and Methods).
5D – Dark; 9L – Light; 11 P: number of predictions; 12 E: number of errors.
1

4

6

7
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Table 6: Biogeographical Ancestry Prediction Results
Biogeographically Ancestry Predictions
Pop1

N2
UAS

AA3

20

EA4

21

SA5

11

EU6

Mix7

Error

African 17
European 1
Admixed American 2
East Asian 20
European 1
East Asian 1
European 2
Admixed American 8

1
2
1
1
2
8

163

European 160
Admixed American 3

3

51

Admixed American 15
African 3
East Asian 1
European 32

2
1
1
8

Total: 266 samples

Total: 30 errors

FROG-kb

Error

African 19
Asian/African/European 1

1

East Asian 20
European 1
Asian 8
East Asian 1
European 2
European 115
European/African 19
European/Asian 18
European/African/Asian 2
Asian 1
African 8
African 17
European/African 3
European 12
European/Asian 6
Asian 1
Asian/African 4
European/Asian/African 3
South American 2
South American/Asian/EA 3

1
1
2
19
18
2
1
8
12
3
2
4
1
1
1
1

Total: 78 errors

Reported demographic population including: 3AA – African American; 4EA – East Asian; 5SA – South
Asian; 6EU – European; 7Mix – Of mixed backgrounds, (Materials and Methods).
2N: Number of individuals.
1Pop:

3.4 Biogeographical ancestry estimation:
Sample collection was performed to be inclusive for all populations to provide
all-around results for the study. Sample sets contained individuals from African
American, East Asian, South Asian, European, and Mixed populations. The Mixed
population included individuals from the Hispanic lineage as well as individuals with
parents from different ancestral backgrounds. UAS utilized 56 SNPs derived from
Yale University’s Kenneth Kidd lab which designed a 55 SNPs system for estimation
of the ancestral backgrounds. The UAS has four categories for ancestral estimation
including European, East Asian, African, and Ad-mixed American whereas, FROG-
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kb can predict the ancestral background as being from one of many populations
around the world based upon its database.
The UAS was able to estimate the biogeographical ancestry for African
American and East Asian populations with a fewer number of errors compared to
FROG-kb however some estimations with extreme errors were also observed where
African American individuals were inaccurately estimated to be of distinct European
ancestry (Table 6). Samples from South Asian populations were always incorrectly
estimated as one of the other ancestries resulting in high error rate. In this study, UAS
was able to predict European population with only three notable errors out of the 163
samples, and similarly, for the Mixed population, 12 notable errors out of 51 samples
with 23.5% error rate were observed.
FROG-kb provided accurate estimations for most of the samples from African
American, East Asian, and South Asian populations, with only about one or two
errors for each population. However, FROG-kb also showed a higher error rate
compared to UAS for the estimation of European and Mixed populations. European
samples had 28 notable errors out of 163 samples resulting in a 29.4% error rate
which is very high compared to UAS system’s 11.28%. Samples of Mixed
populations indicated 25 errors out of the total 51 samples resulting in a 49% error
rate.
UAS demonstrated better outcomes overall compared to the FROG-kb system.
However, different error rates were obtained for different populations.

Discussion
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Estimations of eye and hair color, as well as biogeographical ancestry, can aid
in revealing investigative leads in cases when no further information can be obtained
(Kayser and de Kniff, 2011). Previously, there have been several studies on the
ForenSeq™ Signature Prep Kit A and B, where the kits have been analyzed for some
performance metrics (Churchill et al., 2017, Just et al., 2017, Silvia et al., 2017), but
only one of these included the assessment of phenotypic and biogeographical ancestry
SNPs (Churchill et al., 2017). A study performed by Churchill et al., 2017 indicated
that Illumina’s ForenSeqTM Signature Prep Kit can predict the ancestry for most
samples, moreover the study also indicated that some SNPs had low read numbers
constantly.
In this study, a total of 266 samples were assessed over 9 experimental runs
following the conditions recommended for Primer Mix B by the manufacturer, in
order to provide a fair/equal base when considering the quality of data as well as for
the accuracy of phenotypic estimations. Positive controls are extremely important in
the field of forensic science, as they validate the authenticity of the run and the results
obtained for the samples included in the run (Butler, 2015). The positive control
2800M control DNA was not typed at all loci in any of the experimental runs. Instead,
it behaved more like a sample rather than a positive control. Similar results have been
published for performance statistics of 2800M (Sharma et al., 2017).
In 9 experimental runs, the number of estimations per run by UAS varied from
1/30 (3.3%) eye and hair color estimation to 22/30 (73%) estimations. No estimation
was obtained from UAS for eye and hair color if any one of the phenotypic SNPs
showed an “INC” flag indicating less than 30 reads for both alleles. Due to this, the
rate of estimation was low in many experimental runs. It was observed that a few
specific SNPs regularly presented low read numbers throughout the different
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experimental runs resulting in “INC” flags and thus low rates of estimation (Table 2).
Previous studies have indicated that some of the SNPs did not perform as expected
(Churchill et al., 2017). Also, validation was necessary for the UAS (Churchill et al.,
2017). One of the most important SNPs in the study is rs12913832 as it carries a high
statistical weight in eye and hair color estimations for these algorithms (Walsh et al.,
2011). Rs12913832 had a low mean read number value at 117 when the average mean
read number is approximately 726. This low mean read number contributed to the
presence of flags at this loci for many samples throughout the experimental runs.
Similar reports were reported earlier where it had the third lowest read numbers
(Churchill et al., 2017) and it was also shown that loci with low read numbers do not
perform well (Sharma et al., 2017). As the genotypes were not typed by any other
method, a confirmation study was not possible for dropped out alleles.
Eye color estimation by all algorithms showed a low error rate for African
American, East Asian and South Asian population due to the presence of brown eye
color. Similarly, brown and blue eye color predictions for European and Mixed
populations also indicated a low error rate. But the prediction of intermediate eye
color was very difficult. Validation of Irisplex by the creator of the Iriplex system
showed that prediction of green eye color with an existing set of SNPs is more
challenging than blue or brown eye color (Walsh et al., 2011). This issue indicated
that if intermediate eye color is present, it leads to incorrect estimation as blue or
brown eye color by the Irisplex system. Error rate calculations were performed after
opting out the African American, East Asian and South Asian population as it may
lead to incorrect error rate calculations. In other studies, similar results were obtained
where error evaluation was done after opting these populations out as it might lead to
an inaccurate error rate if a high number of samples from these populations are used
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(Yun et al., 2014, Pneuman et al., 2012). As reported in a previous study the range of
correct prediction for different eye colors range from 69.5% to 87.5% (Walsh et al.,
2013). One of the previous studies done on the Irisplex system showed similar results
where intermediate eye color estimation was not at all possible in a large sample set
of 803 individuals of European ancestry (Pneuman et al., 2012). The 8-plex was not
able to accurately estimate all the eye color but showed only a few errors for all the
samples (Hart et al., 2013, Pneuman et al., 2012) as the 8-plex system predicted
intermediate eye colors as not blue or not brown ruling out one of the three eye colors
which is not accurate but provides precise predictions
HIrisplex showed similar results to Irisplex in terms of several ancestry related
estimations where populations such as African American, East Asian and South Asian
indicated low error rate for hair color estimations. For estimation of hair color by
HIrisplex, many extreme errors were observed, where dark hair colored individuals
were indicated as blond hair color and vice versa for some populations. Most errors
with inaccurate estimations were not even taken into consideration for error
estimation. The reason of the inaccuracy for estimations may also be due to the low
quality of data obtained by the UAS but several extreme estimations cannot be
avoided in any circumstances. A recent Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS)
study indicated that more than 100 genes are related to hair pigmentation and
individual functions of these genes are still unknown (Hysi et al., 2018) which may
also be a reason for these inaccurate predictions.
Biogeographical ancestry estimation was performed by UAS as well as by
FROG-kb 55 SNPs from Kenneth Kidd (Kidd et al., 2014, Pakstis et al., 2015) and
these two systems include 55 overlapping SNPs. However, between these two
systems different estimations were observed for many samples. This may be due to
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the different statistical tool utilized by each system as well as different population
database. UAS utilizes Principal Component Analysis along the database constructed
during the 1000 Genome Project (Illumina, 2016) whereas the Kidd 55 SNPs system
by FROG-kb utilizes match probabilities (Rajeevan et al., 2012) along with a set of
139 reference population samples collected independently. As indicated in the results,
UAS was unable to estimate the ancestry for South Asian population as there were
only four possible populations such as African, East Asian, European and Ad-mixed
American included for estimations. The South Asian individuals were estimated as an
individual from one of these populations leading to errors. However, the South Asian
population was predicted as Asian population by FROG-kb in most cases. Even
though many samples were correctly predicted, some samples were also incorrectly
predicted. FROG-kb had errors all over various populations where individuals from
European population were predicted as African population as well as Mixed
population. Moreover, some East Asian and South Asian population individuals were
also predicted as European populations. FROG-kb had higher error rate for Mixed
populations as well. Overall the results from UAS were more accurate than results
from FROG-kb, but the overlapping of the populations may lead to the wrong
prediction as reported earlier in Churchill et al., 2017.
Some results showed discrepancy on their own, for example, one sample
showed blue eyes, dark hair and African population. This exactly does not provide
any lead in forensic cases but instead leads to confusion, the question is how helpful
this can be to the field of forensic science.
If a sample with a prediction of blue eye color, light brown/blond hair, and
European population is observed, this can also mean that the sample can have
intermediate eye colors, dark hair, and African American ancestry. These results
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cannot be relied upon just now. To increase the accuracy of these predictions and their
use in the field of forensic science more markers are needed for phenotypic as well as
biogeographic ancestry prediction.

Conclusion
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In this study, a total of 266 samples were analyzed using ForenSeq™ Signature Prep
Kit B for the quality of data produced as well as for the accuracy of phenotypic as well
as biogeographical ancestry estimations.
•

Low read numbers and frequent dropouts for a few specific SNPs were observed
throughout different experimental runs. Due to the dropouts, phenotypic
estimation rate varied greatly between experimental runs, ranging from 1-22
prediction(s).

•

For African-American, East Asian, and South Asian populations, no errors were
observed for eye and hair color predictions. Intermediate eye color was not once
predicted by UAS or Hirisplex and was only predicted by FROG-kb once.
European and Mixed populations presented higher error rates due to the
presence of intermediate eye colors. Some samples with light hair colors were
predicted as dark hair colors and vice versa.

•

UAS was able to predict ancestry with a low error rate (11.4%), especially for
African American, East Asian, and European populations, but some individuals
from European populations were estimated as African American individuals.
The South Asian population was not once predicted correctly by UAS.
Compared to UAS, FROG-kb had higher error rates, but, was able to have
accurate predictions for the South Asian population.

•

In the end, it can be concluded that this kit is not yet ready for application in the
field of forensic science until some improvement in the design of this kit are
made.
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